
 
 

Praise for Cheeseburger Subversive
"Cheeseburger Subversive is certain to be enjoyed by readers of all 
ages.  The writing, which is Scarsbrook at his best, is often the type 
you want to read aloud to others." — Storyteller: Canada's Short 
Story Magazine

"Cheeseburger Subversive brims over with well-realized and  
poignant scenes, keenly observed details, and light-handed 
humour." — Quill & Quire
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Bernadette Wagner

Bernadette Wagner’s poetry is an examination — and cross-examina-
tion — of place, heart, and politics. Each poem is realistic and honest, 
and tells of personal encounters with death, sexual assault, hard work, 
children, and family. 

The book explores the socio-placement of women in the land and their 
resulting quest for worth and spiritual grace. It follows the growth 
from young girl to wise crone, and the poems are divided into these 
sections accordingly — Maiden, Mother, Crone. Detailed images of 
family homes, farms, and yards act as backdrop to the human dis-
course, and at times counterpoint the emotional politics and heaviness 
of a life weighed down with routine and questionable value. 

The insightful and powerful forces turned loose by the narrator stir all 
the emotional cul de sacs she experiences.

About the Author
Bernadette Wagner is a multi-genre writer, mother, community  
educator, and a community organizer living in Regina, Saskatchewan. 
Her poetry has been broadcast on radio and TV, published in journals 
and anthologies, and has appeared in film, on CD, and on the web. 
She maintains a multi-author blog on women’s issues and political 
activism.
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From this hot place:
 Spring moves me

 I’m washing walls and windows
 when children’s voices rise high and long I pull back
 clean curtains, peek to see

 if my son fell off the bike he waited all winter to ride
 if his sister slipped on the iced patch that just won’t melt
 if the neighbour’s toddler steps into the street.

 When I’m satisfied their voices shout glee
 when I no longer jump at each shriek
 I’ll know summer is here


